LTL Program
Value-Added Services
Technology & Software
How would you feel about being able to set up your shipments in a matter of minutes and having your selection of
carriers with charges and transit times displayed immediately, all for no additional cost?
Siam Logistics provides our top of line TMS software to clients which provide complete visibility to all LTL
shipping. The software allows you to quote/create shipments in the manner of minutes, along with real-time
tracking updates and a shipment history dashboard. This efficient TMS system allows clients to export data for
data/cost analysis purposes. The TMS system will display up-to-date carrier rates and transit times to help cut
freight spend and improve service. Overall, it will increase efficiency by allowing shipments to be created quicker
and easier.
Freight Management/Tracking/Reporting
Are you sick of waiting to hear back from the carriers on your shipment status, or rely on outdated status reports?
Think of all the time wasted waiting to receive information.
Siam Logistics will assist in the management of your freight. We will help take care of the everyday issues that so
common within the industry. We will track and report on all of your shipments through a single daily report. Any
problems that arise will be handled through our dedicated logistics team.
Cost Savings
Do you feel you are paying too much for your LTL shipments? How would you feel about reducing your freight
spend and increasing your overall profits?
Siam Logistics will help you save up to 15% on your overall less-than-truckload spend. Through our negotiation
experience and carrier relationships, we are able to find various ways to reduce the cost to you on your freight
shipments. We constantly work with our carrier partners and your company to improve service and reduce costs.

Auditing
Are you sick of paying the extra resources or wasting your valuable time on auditing freight invoices?
Siam Logistics audits 100% of freight invoices from carriers to ensure the accuracy of the charges. You will not be
invoiced until that invoice is audited and corrected. Whether you audit in-house, outsource or fail to audit all
together, Siam Logistics can help reduce your cost from auditing. Auditing is just another service we provide to
our clients for simply shipping with us. Our clients receive 100% of the savings through auditing.
Claims Management
Are claims causing your company a headache? Are the carriers giving you issues with the claims you have filed
on lost or damage freight?
Siam Logistics will assist you in all claims filing and management. We will work with you to make sure that we
have all the necessary documentation. We will have the claim filed on your behalf and fight for you to be paid in
full. 100% of the claim amount is reimbursed to the client. We take the headache out of the claims process.
Logistic Expertise/Industry Knowledge
Siam Logistics has experts that stay current with the ongoing changes in the freight industry. We help you properly
adapt to these changes so you do not lose a step against your competition and keep costs of service where they need
to be.
Lane Optimization
Siam Logistics negotiates pricing and uses our rating engine to help you reduce your LTL spend. We take
advantage of carrier lanes and shipment preferences to cut costs.
Customer Relationship & Service
Customer relationship is our top priority at Siam Logistics. We do not exist without you, our customer. It is our
goal to provide a relationship and service that is better than our competitors. Whenever there is a need from our
customer, it is our plan to fulfill that need as effectively and efficiently as possible.
Compliance
Siam Logistics does analysis to ensure that vendors/inside operations are compliant when selecting carriers. We
want to ensure that you are experiencing the savings they expect. Compliance by all parties involved is what helps
you experience the savings you seek.
CONTACT SIAM LOGISTICS TODAY AND LET’S GET STARTED!

